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Cell division is a vital biological process for growth and development in both 
single and multi-cellular organisms—whereby the cell must duplicate its organelles and 
genome in entirety and appropriately distribute the copied contents to the daughter 
cells. Cells undergo a cycle of two distinct phases: interphase and mitosis. During 
interphase, the cell replicates its genomic DNA (in the form of chromosomes) located 
within the nucleus. DNA replication is carried out in a euchromatin state, where the 
chromosome structure is loose and easily accessible by DNA polymerase and other 
replication enzymes. Upon the completion of replication, chromatin is condensed into 
highly compacted chromosomes. The replicated chromosomes, now called “sister 
chromatids,” are joined together at the centromere, which contains kinetochore 
proteins—a specialized protein-DNA structure that serves as an essential anchor for 
microtubule attachments during chromosome segregation in cell division (Bouck et al., 
2008). During mitosis, four characteristic phases are observed: (i) prophase, marked by 
chromosome condensation; (ii) metaphase, marked by chromosome alignment at the 
metaphase plate; (iii) anaphase, marked by the imminent segregation of sister 
chromatids; and (iv) telophase, marked by the reformation of the nuclei and the 
subsequent separation of daughter cells (Yanagida, 2014). When undergoing mitosis, 
each daughter cell must end with an identical copy of the DNA from the parent in order 
for the faithful conservation of its genome and ensuring proper development. 
Despite having many proof-reading and correctional mechanisms to ensure the 
faithful transmission of the parent’s genome, errors inevitably occur. Chromosomal loss 
or gain (aneuploidy) and duplication of the genome (polyploidy) have detrimental health 
effects in humans. Aneuploidy is often highly expressed in solid human tumor cells, 
while Down Syndrome in humans is caused by trisomy (extra copy) of chromosome 21 
(Huettel et al., 2008). One of the most important aspects of ensuring proper 
chromosome segregation is the proper attachment of microtubules to the centromere-
kinetochore complex, which appears to be linked to the functions of the INO80 complex 
(Chambers et al., 2012). The INO80 complex is evolutionarily conserved from yeast to 
humans, making the findings of this work relevant for elucidating a basic biological 
mechanism and providing insights to human health.  
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III. BACKGROUND 
S. cerevisiae (budding yeast) as model system 
Budding yeast S. cerevisiae is one of the best characterized eukaryotic models in 
research. Also called “baker’s yeast,” S. cerevisiae is a single-cell eukaryote that falls 
under the fungus classification. Like other eukaryotes, S. cerevisiae contains 
membrane-bound organelles such as the nucleus, mitochondria, and endomembrane 
system. The first major advantage of using this model for DNA related studies is the S. 
cerevisiae’s well-documented mutation library. There is a wealth of information 
regarding to the budding yeast’s genome; in fact, S. cerevisiae was the first eukaryote 
to have its full genome sequenced, with about 12 Mbp and 5,800 ORFs (Goffeau et al., 
1996). There has been a concerted efforts of yeast biologists to identify and delete 
nearly every ORF and replacing each with a drug-resistant cassette and synthetic 
sequences. This deletion library makes analyzing gene functions and mutation studies 
much more feasible in the S. cerevisiae (Botstein and Fink, 2011). Another major 
advantage of using yeast is its highly tractable genetics. The strains carrying the 
genotype of interest can be purposefully constructed and each genotypic marker can be 
followed. Conventional steps to construct yeast strains involve four steps: 1. Crossing 
two haploid strains of opposing mating types to generate a diploid; 2. Sporulating the 
diploid to form a tetrad of spores; 3. Dissecting the tetrads for growing each spore 
separately; 4. Screening and selecting for markers to identify strains with desired genes, 
tags, and /or mutations. In addition, budding yeast has simple nutrient requirements 
which makes culturing inexpensive and easily scalable.  
Chromatin organization 
The instructions for all biological processes are stored as genes that comprise of 
DNA. In eukaryotes, this genetic material is compacted and organized into DNA-protein 
structures called chromatin. The structure of chromatin is not inert but rather is capable 
of interchanging between a loosened-state (euchromatin) or a tightly compacted-state 
(heterochromatin). This dynamic structure is the basis of gene activation or 
suppression, as compaction limits the accessibility of key activation enzymes to genes, 
which ultimately ensures appropriate cellular function through transcriptional control of 
genes in relation to cell cycle.  
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Eukaryotic chromatins by mass contain roughly equal parts of histone proteins 
and DNA (Lee and Orr-Weaver, 2001). Histones—a class of highly conserved 
proteins—play a major role in the organization of chromatin by serving as positively 
charged anchors which the negatively charged DNA backbone can bind (Lee and Orr-
Weaver, 2001). An octamer of histones (comprising of two copies of each: H3, H4, H2A, 
and H2B) forms the nucleosome core particle (NCP)—the basic structural unit of 
chromatin. Each octamer core has approximately 150 bps of DNA wrapped around it, 
resulting in a complete nucleosome (Olins and Olins, 2003). The next level of chromatin 
organization hierarchy is the formation of 11 nm fiber of nucleosome array—often 
referred as the “beads on a string” model, in which repeating nucleosomes are joined 
together via linker H1 or H5 histones and DNA sequences (Baldi et al., 2020; Kornberg, 
1977). Finally, nucleosome arrays fold and form a more condensed 30 nm chromatin 
fiber, and other higher order structures can be achieved with further supercoiling (Li and 
Reinberg, 2011).  
Additionally, a distinctive region of the chromosome called the centromere is 
found at sites adjoining replicated sister chromatids and plays crucial roles in facilitating 
chromosome segregation and maintaining genome integrity. The centromeres serve as 
recruitment sites for kinetochores—a class of DNA binding proteins (McKinley and 
Cheeseman, 2016). The centromere-kinetochore complex plays two significant roles in 
ensuring proper chromosome segregation: 1. First, it provides the attachment 
mechanism for mitotic/meiotic spindles needed for chromosome segregation. 2. 
Second, it monitors the integrity of spindle attachments and initiates cellular checkpoints 
for correcting erroneous attachments (Yamagishi et al., 2014; Meluh et al., 1998). A 
defining hallmark of the centromere is the presence of the histone variant CenH3 or 
CENP-A—CenH3/H4 in humans, and Cse4 in S. cerevisiae.  
Histones  
Histones are a major component in chromatin structure and serve crucial roles in 
DNA packaging, function, and regulation. Canonical histones—H2A, H2B, H3, and H4—
forms the nucleosome core particle (NCP), which is the basis of DNA packaging and 
chromatin organization. Each NCP is a histone octamer made of two copies of each 
canonical histones (H2A, H2B, H3, and H4), whereby two H3-H4 dimers forms a stable 
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tetramer and is  flanked by two separate H2A-H2B dimers to complete the octamer 
(Luger et al., 1997; Hacques et al., 1990). A Hallmark of the canonical histones is their 
incorporation is coupled to genome replication during the S-phase of the cell cycle, 
thereby fulfilling their major role of chromatin packaging (Campos and Reinberg, 2009).  
Histone variants 
In contrast, histone variants may be expressed throughout the cell cycle and are 
capable of replacing canonical histones at the nucleosome level to alter NCP stability 
and DNA accessibility, which ultimately influences a range of DNA related processes 
from repair, recombination, segregation to transcriptional regulation (Weber and 
Henikoff, 2014). Of the four canonical histones, occurrence of H2A and H3 variants far 
outweighs that of H2B and H4, which are largely invariant (Campos and Reinberg, 
2009). There are two main ways histone variants affect the chromatin environment: 1) 
First, variants have different amino acid sequence that can result in distinctive physical 
properties. 2) Second, unique PTM of variants provides distinct interactive domains that 
associate with other histone interacting effectors (chaperones/remodelers).  
Histone post-translational modifications 
Post-translational modifications (PTM) of histones—such as acetylation, 
phosphorylation, methylation, and ubiquitination—functionally affect the genetic 
potential of DNA. These modifications fall under the umbrella of epigenetics as they 
constitute a heritable change in phenotype that is not directly related to the DNA 
sequence. Histone modification exerts significant control over the chromatin 
environment, resulting in the compartmentalization of the whole genome into 
transcriptionally active euchromatin and transcriptionally suppressed heterochromatin 
(Bártová et. al, 2008; Martin and Zhang, 2005). This regulatory control enables histone 
PTMs to influence cellular processes such as development, transcription, chromosome 
organization, and DNA repair. 
Chromatin remodeling complexes 
Chromatin remodeling complexes are multi-subunit chromatin associating 
proteins that move, eject, or restructure the nucleosome core particle (NCP) at the 
expense of energy derived from ATP-hydrolysis. Remodelers typically function 
cooperatively with histone PTMs or other acute signaling pathways involved in 
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transcriptional regulation, DNA repair, or other events that are tightly coupled to the 
progression of the cell cycle (Gerhold and Gasser, 2014). Notably, some remodelers 
participate in the global deposition of nucleosomes post DNA replication to ensure a 
fully packaged chromatin (with the exception at transcription start sites), while other 
remodelers work in concert with DNA-associating machineries—such as polymerases to 
provide regulated accessibility of DNA in the packaged regions (Clapier and Cairns, 
2009). There are four families of chromatin remodeling complexes identified (SWI/SNF, 
ISWI, CHD, and INO80), and despite differences in the specific functions of each, 
several common characteristics are observed—such as an affinity to the nucleosome 
and DNA, presence of docking domains for binding recognition, multi-subunit 
complexes containing both highly-conserved and non-conserved subunits, and domains 
for interacting with other chromatin associating factors (Clapier and Cairns, 2009). The 
discussion of remodelers within this work will solely focus on the INO80 remodeling 
complex and its crucial roles in maintaining the genomic stability. 
The INO80 chromatin remodeling complex 
The INO80 chromatin remodeler is under the family of the sucrose non-
fermenting type-2 (Snf2) ATPases (Gerhold and Gasser, 2014). It is highly evolutionarily 
conserved among eukaryotes with 9 shared subunits: the catalytic Ino80 ATPase, two 
AAA+ helicases (Rvb1 and Rvb2), actin related proteins (Arp4, Arp5, Arp8 and Act1), 
and Ino eighty subunits 2 and 6 (Ies2 and Ies6) (Shen et al., 2000). In addition, the 
INO80 remodeler of yeast S. cerevisiae contains 6 non-conserved subunits, which are 
the TATA-binding-protein associated factor 14 (Taf14), high mobility group (HMG) 
domain-containing non-histone protein 10 (Nhp10), Ies1, Ies3, Ies4, and Ies5, resulting 
in 15 different subunits found in the complex (Shen et al., 2000). The molecular 
structure of the INO80 complex resembles an “embryo-shaped, head-neck-body-foot” 
architecture, comprising of 4 distinct modules (Rvb1/2, Arp5, Arp8, and Nhp10); the 
“head” of the complex is characterized by the Rvb1/2 dodecamer module; the “neck” 
houses the Ino80-Ies2 domain and the Arp5 module (comprised of Arp5-Ies6); the 
Nhp10 module (comprised of Nhp10-Ies1-Ies3-Ies5) forms the “body” of the complex; 
finally, the Arp8 module (comprised of Arp8-Arp4-Act1-Ies4-Taf14) constitutes the “foot” 
(Tosi et al., 2013). Importantly, aside from the Ino80 subunit’s catalytic functions, it also 
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forms the central structural scaffold and extensively crosslinks with the rest of the 
complex to facilitate assembly. The Nhp10 module interacts with the Ino80 ATPase’s N-
terminal domain, and despite only involving less conserved subunits, the Nhp10 module 
is implicated in DNA damage recognition and telomere maintenance functions 
(Morrison, 2017; Jin et al., 2005). The Arp8 module assembles within the helicase-
SANT-associated (HSA) domain of the Ino80 ATPase and contains critical subunits for 
chromatin remodeling (Morrison, 2017; Dion et al., 2010). The Rvb1/2 module 
associates with a characteristic “insertion” region that splits the ATPase domain of 
Ino80, which also associates with the Arp5 module, resulting in these modules localizing 
in close proximity with the Ino80 ATPase (Tosi et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013). The 
Rvb1/2 module is essential for the chromatin remodeling activity of INO80, however its 
role within the complex are not well understood; whereas, the activities of the Arp5 
module involve nucleosome positioning, DNA binding, and ATPase functions (Morrison, 
2017; Bao and Shen, 2007).  
INO80’s involvement in DNA repair and cell cycle checkpoint regulation 
A major function of the INO80 complex is to participate in the repair of double-
stranded DNA breaks (DSBs). Mutant studies show that ino80 mutants of S. cerevisiae 
(ino80Δ, arp5Δ, and arp8Δ) are highly sensitive to DSB inducing agents such as MMS 
and ionizing radiation, and they also exhibit deficient repair pathways (Conaway and 
Conaway, 2009; Kawashima et al., 2007; Bao and Shen, 2007). In S. cerevisiae, there 
is a unique site within its MAT locus where a single DSB can be induced by controlled 
expression of HO endonucleases, which has served as an invaluable model for studying 
the participants of DSB repair (Kawashima et al., 2007; Morrison, 2017). HO 
endonuclease induced DSB at the MAT locus is recognized and bound by a damage-
sensing complex called MRX (Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2), which functionally generates a 
region of single-stranded DNA and DSB ends for signaling to activate DNA-damage-
checkpoint responses through a pathway involving the recruitment and activation of 
checkpoint-kinases Mec1 and Tel1 (Conaway and Conaway, 2009). Activated 
Mec1/Tel1 phosphorylates and activates Rad53, an effector kinase responsible for the 
phosphorylation of yeast histone H2A or the mammalian histone variant H2AX—
phosphorylated H2A and H2AX are collectively referred as γ-H2AX. The INO80 
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remodeling complex is thought to be recruited to the DSB regions partly by its 
interactions with the modified γ-H2A.X, and at least two of the INO80’s subunits (Nhp10 
and Arp4) have been implicated in γ-H2AX recognition (Morrison, 2017). Once 
recruited, the INO80 complex can evict both γ-H2A.X- and H2A.Z-containing 
nucleosomes in regions of chromatin surrounding the DSB, and several mutant studies 
have showed delayed or reduced nucleosome loss following HO endonuclease induced 
DSB in ino80 mutants (Attikum et al., 2007; Tsukuda et al., 2005). Nucleosome eviction 
has been linked to both increasing chromatin flexibility and promoting the necessary 
chromatin mobility for homologous repair (Hauer et al., 2017; Dion and Gasser, 2013), 
thereby implicating the INO80 complex’s role in DNA repair. Furthermore, INO80-
dependent nucleosome eviction at DSB sites is important for DNA end resection and 
the subsequent recruitment of repair and checkpoint factors to the resected ends 
(Hauer et al., 2017; Dion and Gasser, 2013), which is significantly deficient in arp8Δ 
mutants (Lademann et al., 2017; Morrison, 2017). The arp8 mutant also showed 
reduced MRX recruitment, implicating that INO80-dependent nucleosome eviction in 
DSB regions may promote MRX recruitment which is responsible for resecting DNA 
ends (Conaway and Conaway, 2009). The resected ssDNA is required for the formation 
of a Holiday junction of homologous repair and for the recruitment/activation of Mec1, 
which causes the phosphorylation of H2A.X, and amplification of γ-H2A.X surrounding 
DSB has the effect of recruiting other checkpoint proteins, such as Rad9 (Morrison, 
2017; Sweeney et al., 2005).  
INO80’s involvement in mitotic stability and chromosome segregation 
In addition to the INO80 complex’s roles in DNA repair and cell-cycle checkpoints 
regulation, it is also involved in pathways for ensuring proper chromosome segregation 
and mitotic stability. When a parent cell divides to give rise to daughter cells, it must 
ensure the faithful transmission of exactly one copy of the duplicated parent genome to 
each progeny. Failing to ensure this proper transmission can lead to detrimental 
defects. The INO80 remodeler has been implicated in chromosome segregation 
pathways, as evidenced in ino80 mutants exhibiting an increased enrichment of histone 
H2A.Z in the pericentric regions (Morrison, 2017). In vitro mechanistic studies have 
revealed the INO80 complex’s ability to catalyze the histone dimer exchange of 
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H2A.Z/H2B dimers with H2A/H2B dimers in the NCP, and evidence show histone H2A.Z 
distribution was globally affected in the absence of INO80 (Chambers et al., 2012; 
Papamichos-Chronakis et al., 2011). At least two of the subunits, Ies6 and Ino80, are 
critical for the complex’s ploidy maintenance function, and loss of either subunit resulted 
in ploidy increase (polyploidy) in mutants (Chambers et al., 2012). Polyploidy can be the 
result of chromosome misegregation caused by aberrant centromere structure, and 
histone H2A.Z is critically involved in the attachment of centromere-kinetochore during 
mitosis—H2A.Z is enriched in the pericentric chromatin regions, and loss of H2A.Z 
caused segregation defects (Chambers et al., 2012; Krogan et al., 2004).  Interestingly, 
it was recently revealed that mutants with deleted Ies6 or Ino80 subunits have greater 
enrichment of H2A.Z in the pericentric regions, and they exhibited more dramatic 
segregation defects and ploidy increase when compared to H2A.Z null mutants. This led 
to the proposal for H2A.Z misincorporation (aberrant location or enrichment), rather than 
its absence, leads to defective centromere function and polyploidy (Chambers et al., 
2012). H2A.Z in the pericentric chromatin actively facilitates kinetochore attachment, 
which would make its loss less problematic than misincorporation as it can lead to 
incorrect attachments. Furthermore, the deletion of the Arp8 subunit effectively 
decreased Ctf18 association with sister chromatids (a cohesion protein serves to 
prevent premature sister chromatid segregation) and resulted in increased rates of 
segregation when compared to wildtypes (Morrison, 2017; Ogiwara, Takemi and 
Masayuki, 2007), while the deletion of the Arp4 subunit led to defective kinetochore 
assembly, which ultimately resulted in cell cycle arrest (Morrison, 2017; Ogiwara et al., 
2007).  
Chromosome segregation 
When cells proliferate mitotically, the contents of the parent cell must be 
duplicated during the S-phase of the cell cycle, where the genomic DNA is also 
replicated simultaneously. DNA replication result in two identical chromatin copies, 
called sister chromatids, that are physically held together by cohesin proteins 
throughout. Cohesin proteins are responsible for preventing premature segregation and 
tightly holds the two sister chromatids together (Haering and Nasmyth, 2003; Koshland 
and Guacci, 2000). The stepwise removal of cohesins to allow chromosome 
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segregation is coupled to the stages of mitosis. At the prophase, the polo-like kinase 1 
(Plk1) along with other mitotic kinases catalyzes the phosphorylation of the SA2 subunit 
of cohesins for their removal, but their activity is limited to the chromosomal arms, while 
the cohesins at the centromeres are shielded (Hauf et al., 2005; Losada et al., 2002). 
Once every pair of sister-chromatid have achieved proper bipolar-orienting attachments 
to the mitotic spindles during metaphase, the “separase” enzyme cleaves the 
centromeric cohesins, preparing sister chromatids for their subsequent segregation in 
anaphase (Hauf et al., 2005).   
The replicated sister chromatids are segregated during anaphase through the 
combined efforts of microtubule-based outward force with chromatin-based inward force 
(Bloom and Joglekar, 2010). Sister chromatid cohesion is important for maintaining 
genomic integrity as well as the basis of chromatin-based tension generation by the aid 
of two “structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) protein” complexes—condensin 
and cohesin (condensin is an SMC4-containing complex, and cohesin is an SMC3-
containing complex) (Stephens et al., 2011). These evolutionarily conserved SMC 
proteins bind and modify chromosomes in response to the progression of the cell cycle. 
Cohesins are “proteinaceous rings” entrapping sister chromatids and are located along 
chromosome arms to help hold the two sister chromatids together, thereby preventing 
pre-mature segregation (Haering et al., 2002; Brooker and Berkowitz, 2015). Upon 
metaphase-anaphase transition, cohesins are cleaved. Concurrently, condensins are 
loaded onto sister chromatids to facilitate their subsequent segregation (Hirano 2006). 
Condensins play a crucial role in the functional organization in the centromere region as 
tension generates between sister centromeres (Stephens et al., 2011). Therefore, both 
cohesin and condensin are essential in their contribution to the elastic architecture of 
pericentric chromatin (these complexes are especially relevant for our ongoing work).  
In addition, histone PTMs are also involved in mitotic chromatin condensation by 
modulating the chromatin environment. Histone PTM mediated condensation is 
facilitated by Haspin phosphorylation of H3T3, leading to phosphorylation of H3S10 by 
Aurora B kinase, leading to the recruitment of lysine deacetylase Hst2p to deacetylate 
H4K16 (Antonin and Neumann, 2016). Deacetylating lysine residues of histone H4 
result in an attraction to neighboring nucleosomes, where the positively charged H4 tails 
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can bind to an acidic region of neighboring nucleosomes. A crucial component in 
chromosome segregation is the assembly of sister kinetochores at the centromere 
loci—defined by CenH3 in higher eukaryotes and Cse4 in S. cerevisiae—and the 
amphitelic attachment of mitotic spindles originating from opposing poles. The 
shortening of spindle fibers is the basis of chromatid mobility, and the proper bi-
directionally oriented attachments of spindles to sister kinetochores is required (Blow 
and Tanaka, 2005). Importantly, bi-oriented spindle-kinetochore assembly generates 
tension between sister kinetochores as spindles pull, which is ensured by error 
correction (ER) and the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC). ER involves the highly 
conserved chromosome passenger complex (CPC) and is thought to be a dynamic 
process, whereby kinetochores constantly attach and detach from mitotic spindles until 
bi-orientation is achieved (Benzi et al., 2020). SAC is tightly coupled to ER and serves 
as a surveillance device that arrests the progression of mitosis—by inhibiting the 
anaphase promoting complex (APC)—until all chromosomes achieve proper bi-oriented 
attachments to spindles (Benzi et al., 2020).  
The Shugoshin protein and its involvement in chromosome segregation 
The Shugoshin (Sgo) proteins represent a conserved family of centromeric 
proteins which functionally serve to ensure proper chromosome segregation during 
mitosis. The two main types of Sgo proteins are Sgo1 and Sgo2, with Sgo1 expressed 
in yeast S. Cerevisiae (Kitajima et al., 2004). Sgo proteins protect and maintain proper 
centromere cohesion (Indjeian et al., 2005). Shugoshins functionally recruit the protein 
phosphatase 2A (PP2A), which removes phosphates from cohesin, ultimately inhibiting 
cohesins’ cleavage from chromatids. It has been shown that depletion of SGO1 by RNA 
interference (RNAi) led to significant chromosome misegregation and also  prolonged 
mitotic arrest (Tang et al., 2006; Kitajima et al., 2005; Katis et al., 2004). In addition to 
maintaining sister chromatids cohesion, Sgo proteins are also involved with detecting 
and correcting spindle attachment errors at the sister kinetochores to promote their 
biorientation (Kiburz et al., 2008). Mutants with deleted sgo1 in S. cerevisiae led to 
impaired response to a lack of tension of the sister chromatids—a hallmark of 
misorientation (Indjeian et al., 2005). Sgo can recruit the chromosomal passenger 
complex (CPC), which contains kinase Aurora B. When kinetochore tension is 
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insufficient, the recruitment of kinase Aurora B is needed to phosphorylate several 
substrates at the kinetochore to destabilize spindle fiber attachments, which effectively 
halts mitosis until necessary corrections are made for bi-oriented sister chromatids. Sgo 
proteins are recruited to the pericentric regions by kinetochore kinases: kinase Mps1 
phosphorylates the kinetochore protein Spc105 to recruit Bub1 to kinetochores; Bub1 
then phosphorylates histone H2A in order to create the binding site for Sgo (Eshleman 


























IV. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
S. cerevisiae culture and selection media 
S. cerevisiae culturing media was prepared by Yeast-extract Peptone Dextrose 
(YPD). Synthetic Dextrose minimal medium (SD) and Synthetic Complete and dropout 
medium (SC) were used to select for genotypic markers or plasmid acquisition. For 
genotypic marker scoring, SC-Ura, SC-Met, SC-Leu, SC-His, and SC-Lys plates were 
used. For the selection of the drug resistance markers, Kanamycin G-418 and 
hygromycin were supplemented to YPD at 200 ug/ml and 150 ug/ml. 
E. coli strains, plasmid amplification and extraction 
Plasmid amplification was accomplished by using E. coli DH5 alpha cells. The E. 
coli strains carrying the desired plasmids were cultured in Lysogeny Broth (LB) medium 
and supplemented with 100 ug/ml ampicillin for selection. Plasmid pIP281 expresses 
SGO1 in high copy from a 2 μM origin of replication in YEplac195—a URA3 based 
vector.  
Construction of sgo1 and ino80 double-mutant strains 
The S. cerevisiae strains involved in this project are listed in Table 1. Unless 
stated otherwise, all strains were originally derived from S288C and are isogenic to FY2 
(Winston, Dollard & Ricupero-Hovasse, 1995). The deletion mutants were generated 
from the BY4741 deletion collection. The strain containing sgo1 deletion, JMx4-3B, was 
created by Jesus Moreno. Deletions of the INO80 complex’s subunits—Ino80, Arp8, 
Arp5, and Taf14—were accomplished by PCR and transformation of the PCR amplified 
deletion cassettes, see Table 2 for the list of deletion and verification primers. 
The double-mutant strains carrying deletions of both sgo1 and subunits of the 
INO80 complex were created through multiple crosses and transformations. First, the 
haploid strain JMYx4-3B which carries sgo1Δ was obtained from Jesus Moreno. 
Crossing of JMx4-3B with FY1342 resulted in a diploid heterozygous for SGO1 
(SGO1/sgo1Δ) and homozygous wild type for INO80 (INO80/INO80). Next, to obtain 
double mutants, the diploid JMx4-3B x FY1342 was separately transformed four times 
to delete the Ino80, Arp8, Arp5, and Taf14 subunits of the INO80 complex, with each 
gene replaced by a Kanamycin-G418 drug resistant disruption cassette. Gene deletion 
was accomplished through homologous recombination with the PCR amplified products 
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of the BY4741 deletion mutants via the “One-step Yeast Transformation” protocol 
(Chen, Yang & Kuo, 1992). The transformations to delete INO80, ARP4, ARP8, and 
TAF14 genes resulted in four double-mutant diploids identified as JMY4, JMY5, JMY6, 
and JMY8 respectively. In addition, these double-mutant diploids were transformed 
again with either the SGO1 high copy plasmid pIP281 or the vector YEplac195. 
Subsequently, the pIP281-diploids and YEplac195-diploids were sporulated, dissected, 
and scored to obtain double-mutant haploids both with and without SGO1 
overexpression.  
For example, the construction of the double-mutant strain with deleted Sgo1 
(sgo1Δ) and the Ino80 catalytic subunit (ino80Δ) was accomplished by first crossing 
JMx4-3B with FY1342, which created a parent diploid carrying SGO1/sgo1Δ and 
INO80/INO80; then, transformation of the diploid with the ino80Δ::KanR cassette 
resulted in the deletion of the INO80 gene whereby one of the wild type copy was 
replaced with the cassette, generating the double-mutant JMY4 carrying SGO1/sgo1Δ 
and INO80/ino80Δ; next, JMY4 was transformed with either pIP281 or YEplac195; 
finally, pIP281-JMY4 and YEplac195-JMY4 diploids were induced for sporulation, and 
spores were dissected to obtain double-mutant haploids with sgo1Δ ino80Δ pIP281 and 
sgo1Δ ino80Δ YEplac195—thereby completing the final step of strain construction for 
the catalytic Ino80 subunit. The three other INO80 subunits—Arp5, Arp8, and Taf14—
involved in this project were also deleted the JMx4-3B x FY1342 diploid following the 
same steps and similarly transformed with pIP281 or YEplac195 to obtain double-
mutant diploids JMY5, JMY6, and JMY8. These are heterozygous diploids containing 
either pIP281 or YEplac195.  
Sporulation, dissection, and scoring of sgo1 and ino80 double mutants 
Diploid double-mutants JMY4, JMY5, JMY6, and JMY8 were transformed with 
either the high copy SGO1 pIP281 plasmid or the vector YEplac195, resulting in four 
pIP281-diploids (pIP281-JMY4, pIP281-JMY5, pIP281-JMY6, pIP281-JMY8) and four 
YEplac195-diploids (YEplac195-JMY4, YEplac195-JMY5, YEplac195-JMY6, 
YEplac195-JMY8). Each diploid strain was induced for sporulation by culturing in 1% 
potassium acetate until meiotic spores were observed. Next, sporulated diploids were 
treated with xymolase at 37ºC for 10 minutes in preparation for spore dissection. The 
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treated diploids were diluted with 250-400 μl sterile water and inoculated onto fresh 
YPD plates to be dissected under a microscope. Each sporulated diploid cell contains a 
tetrad of four haploid spores that were carefully dissected and isolated.  
Dissected haploids were screened for double mutants by marker scoring. 
Kanamycin G418-YPD plates were used to select for ino80Δ, arp4Δ, arp8Δ, and taf14Δ. 
Hygromycin-YPD plates were used to select for sgo1Δ. SC-Ura plates were used to 
select for pIP281 or YEplac195 acquisition. Furthermore, the background genotypic 
markers were also scored by using SC-Met, SC-Leu, SC-His, and SC-Lys plates. This 
was done to ensure the dissected spores were true tetrads that came from a single 
diploid parent. Haploid candidates that were SGO1+ (Hygromycin sensitive) and carry 
deletions of the INO80 subunits containing either pIP281 or YEplac195 were saved.  
Generational passages 
In order to ensure that sufficient time has passed for ploidy increase mutant 
phenotype to manifest in the ino80Δ, arp4Δ, arp8Δ, and taf14Δ mutants, both the 
pIP281 and the YEplac195 transformed double-mutant haploids were grown for multiple 
generations. All strains were cultured in 10 ml YPD to saturation at 30 ºC; then, 10 μl of 
each saturated culture was passed into 10 ml of fresh YPD, signifying passage to the 
next generation. Every generational passage was grown to saturation and then passed 
into fresh YPD repeatedly until the 5th generation. Finally, these passed cells were 
plated on SC-Ura and saved for flow-cytometry.  
Flow cytometry analysis 
Cells in preparation for flow cytometry were grown exponentially in YPD until 
concentration reached 107 cells/ml and then pelleted. Next, cells were resuspended with 
a solution comprised of 300 μl 50 mM Tris pH 7.5 and 700 μl 95% ethanol. Next, cells 
were pelleted and washed with 50mM Tris pH 7.5. Next, the washed cells were 
resuspended in 100 μl of 50mM Tris Ph 7.5 and treated with RNAse at 1mg/ml 
overnight and incubated at 37 ºC. Next, 5 μl of 20 mg/ml Proteinase K was added to the 
cells and incubated at 50 ºC for 1 hour. Next, a diluted 15 μg/ml propidium iodide 
solution in 50mM Tris pH 7.5 was added to the cells for staining. Next, cells were 
sonicated for 5 seconds with the Branson 1510 sonicator. Finally, stained cell samples 
were stored at 4 ºC without light until flow cytometry analysis with the “FACSAria” from 
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BD Biosciences. Analysis results were reported by recording a minimum of 20,000 
events.  
Benomyl sensitivity assay 
 Cells in preparation for benomyl sensitivity assay were grown up to about 108 
cell/ml and counted using a hemocytometer. The concentration was adjusted to 108 
cell/ml. Then, serial dilution was performed to dilute the cells 10-fold until the 
concentration was 103 cell/ml. At each step in the serial dilution, 5 μl was linearly 
spotted on YPD and YPD + benomyl at 10 and 15 μg/ml. Plates were incubated at 30 
ºC for 3 to 5 days. Sensitivity was accessed by impaired growth due to benomyl.  
Construction of GFP/RFP-tagged ino80 strains 
The haploid S. cerevisiae strains KBY9471 and KBY9035—each respectively 
contains the SMC3-GFP tag or the SMC4-GFP fluorescent tags—were kindly provided 
by the Bloom Lab. In addition to the SMC3/SMC4 tags, the KBY9471 and KBY9035 
strains both carry SPC29-RFP which fluorescently tags the spindle pole bodies. These 
“tagged” haploid strains were crossed with haploids of the opposite mating type from 
our lab to construct the diploid parents KBY9471 x BY4731 and KBY9035 x FY1320. 
The diploid parent generated by crossing KBY9471 with BY4731 has SMC3-
GFP::URA3 and SPC29-RFP::HphMX whereas the diploid parent generated by 
crossing KBY9035 with FY1320 has SMC4-GFP::KanMX and SPC29-RFP::HphMX. 
At this time, both diploids generated are homozygous wild type for the INO80 
gene; so, the next step in strain construction was to obtain Ino80 mutants by deleting a 
single copy of the INO80 gene from the diploids. Gene deletion was achieved by “Gietz 
transformation” with the PCR amplified products of the BY4741 deletion mutants. The 
diploid KBY9471 x BY4731 (ECx1) was transformed with a Kanamycin-G418 resistant 
cassette, whereas a Clonat resistant cassette was used for the diploid KBY9035 x 
FY1320 (ECx2) to delete Ino80. The steps involved to generate Ino80 mutants involves: 
1. PCR amplification of desired DNA sequence (in this case it was the drug resistant 
cassettes that were amplified); 2. Cleaning the amplified DNA; 3. Transformation; 4. 
Selection and colony PCR for transformation confirmation.  
Sporulation, dissection, and marker scoring of the GFP/RFP-ino80 strains 
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Heterozygous ino80 mutant diploids ECx1 and ECx2 were induced for 
sporulation by culturing in 1% potassium acetate until meiotic spores were observed. 
Next, sporulated diploids were treated with xymolase at 37ºC for 10 minutes in 
preparation for spore dissection. The treated diploids were diluted with 250-400 μl 
sterile water and inoculated onto fresh YPD plates to be dissected under microscope. 
Each sporulated diploid cell contains a tetrad of four haploid spores that were carefully 
dissected and isolated.  
Dissected haploids were screened for ino80 mutants, SMC3-GFP (or SMC4-
GFP), and SPC29-RFP. For the segregants of ECx1: Kanamycin G418-YPD was used 
to select for ino80Δ, SC-Ura was used to select for SMC3-GFP, and Hygromycin-YPD 
was used to select for SPC29-RFP. For the segregants of ECx2: Clonat-YPD was used 
to select for ino80Δ, Kanamycin G418-YPD was used to select for SMC4-GFP, and 
Hygromycin-YPD was to select for SPC29-RFP. Furthermore, the background 
genotypic markers were also scored—using SC-Met, SC-Leu, SC-His and SC-Lys 
plates—to ensure the segregants were true tetrads that came from a single diploid 
parent. Haploid candidates that meet these marker criteria were saved.  
Fluorescent microscopy and analysis 
 Cells in preparation for fluorescent microscopy were cultured in YPD until mid-
log. Then, cells were spun down and washed with sterile water twice. Next, cells were 
resuspended in a solution containing a 4% dilution of the “Prolong Live Antifade 
Reagent” (Invitrogen) in sterile water before the samples were transferred to slides. 
Cells were visualized with a confocal microscope (LSM 900, Zeiss) using the 63x 
objective and Differential Interference Contrast (DIC). Green fluorescence (GFP) was 
visualized at 488nm wavelength, and red fluorescence (RFP) was visualized at 561nm 









Ploidy analysis with flow Cytometry 
ino80Δ: 
 The deletion of the catalytic subunit Ino80 from the INO80 complex in S. 
cerevisiae resulted in polyploidy (figure 1). By analyzing the DNA content of cells via 
flow cytometry, it was found that the ploidy of cells carrying ino80Δ increased from 
haploid to diploid after five generational passages. The flow cytometry “peaks” 2C and 
4C of the ino80Δ mutants in figure 1 are both consistently in-line with the wild type 
diploid, indicating all groups tested had a population of mostly diploids. Furthermore, 
there ploidy behavior of the ino80Δ mutants is the same between the vector group 
(ino80Δ/vector) and the SGO1 high copy group (ino80Δ/pSGO1-2μM), indicating no 
suppression of the diploidization phenotype by the overexpression of SGO1. The clear 
alignment of the 2C and 4C peaks and the absence of the 1C haploid peak suggest 
SGO1 overexpression cannot suppress the mutant polyploidy phenotype of ino80Δ. 
Figure 1 can be found in the appendix.  
 
arp8Δ: 
The deletion of the subunit Arp8 from the INO80 complex in S. cerevisiae 
resulted in polyploidy (figure 2). By analyzing the DNA content of cells via flow 
cytometry, it was found that the ploidy of cells carrying arp8Δ increased from haploid to 
diploid after five generational passages. The flow cytometry “peaks” 2C and 4C of the 
arp8Δ mutants in figure 2 are much more dominant than the 1C peak, suggesting that 
the population is mostly diploids with some haploids still transitioning to diploids. 
Interestingly, one of the arp8Δ candidate (third from top) showed a strong 1C peak that 
was in-line with the wild type haploid while only showing a tiny 4C peak; this suggests 
that the manifestation for the polyploidy phenotype is slower in arp8Δ mutants. 
Furthermore, there ploidy behavior of the arp8Δ mutants is the same between the 
vector group (arp8Δ/vector) and the SGO1 high copy group (arp8Δ/pSGO1-2μM), 
indicating no suppression of the diploidization phenotype by the overexpression of the 
SGO1 protein. The populations with and without the SGO1 high copy plasmid are both 
in similar stages of diploidizing, and their peaks are more consistent with the wild type 
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diploid. These observations suggest SGO1 overexpression cannot suppress the mutant 
polyploidy phenotype of arp8Δ. Figure 2 can be found in the appendix.  
 
arp5Δ: 
The deletion of the subunit Arp5 from the INO80 complex in S. cerevisiae 
resulted in polyploidy (figure 3). By analyzing the DNA content of cells via flow 
cytometry, it was found that the ploidy of cells carrying arp5Δ increased from haploid to 
diploid after five generational passages. The flow cytometry “peaks” 2C and 4C of the 
arp5Δ mutants in figure 3 are both consistently in-line with the wild type diploid, 
indicating all groups tested had a population of mostly diploids. Furthermore, there 
ploidy behavior of the arp8Δ mutants is the same between the vector group 
(arp5Δ/vector) and the SGO1 high copy group (arp5Δ/pSGO1-2μM), indicating no 
suppression of the diploidization phenotype by the overexpression of the SGO1 protein. 
The clear alignment of the 2C and 4C peaks between the vector and SGO1 high copy 
groups and the absence of the 1C haploid peak in all candidates suggest SGO1 
overexpression cannot suppress the mutant polyploidy phenotype of arp5Δ. Figure 3 
can be found in the appendix.  
 
taf14Δ: 
The deletion of the subunit Taf14 from the INO80 complex in S. cerevisiae 
resulted in polyploidy (figure 4). By analyzing the DNA content of cells via flow 
cytometry, it was found that the ploidy of cells carrying taf14Δ increased from haploid to 
diploid after five generational passages. The flow cytometry “peaks” 2C and 4C of the 
taf14Δ mutants in figure 4 are both consistently in-line with the wild type diploid, 
indicating all groups tested had a population of mostly diploids. Furthermore, there 
ploidy behavior of the taf14Δ mutants is the same between the vector group 
(taf14Δ/vector) and the SGO1 high copy group (taf14Δ/pSGO1-2μM), indicating no 
suppression of the diploidization phenotype by the overexpression of the SGO1 protein. 
The clear alignment of the 2C and 4C peaks between the vector and SGO1 high copy 
groups and the absence of the 1C haploid peak in all candidates suggest SGO1 
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overexpression cannot suppress the mutant polyploidy phenotype of taf14Δ. Figure 4 
can be found in the appendix.  
 
Suppression analysis by benomyl sensitivity 
 Results for benomyl sensitivity are provided in figure 6. Sensitivity to benomyl in 
general correlates with genomic instability. Benomyl spot plating of SGO1 high copy 
mutants and vector mutants along with their respective wild types showed that all 
mutant strains tested were sensitivity to benomyl at 10 μg/ml. Cells were also spotted 
on YPD for comparing the growth rate of the strains. Compared to the wild type strains, 
mutants with SGO1 overexpression vs. with the vector were shown to be similarly 
sensitive when spotted on benomyl plates, which was indicated by their slow growth. 
This data was in-line with the results from flow cytometry and no suppression by SGO1 





















The objective for this project was to test whether the overexpression of SGO1 
can suppress the increase-in-ploidy phenotype in mutants of the INO80 complex. It has 
been shown that several subunits (Ino80, Arp8, Arp5, and Taf14) found in the INO80 
complex are essential for the ploidy maintenance in S. cerevisiae, and mutants carrying 
gene deletions of these subunits exhibit an increase-in-ploidy phenotype from haploids 
to diploids. In addition, previous work by Jesus Moreno at the Pinto Lab suggested that 
SGO1 overexpression may be able to suppress the ploidy change in mutants carrying 
ino80Δ, but those findings needed to be confirmed due to the small sample size 
analyzed. The previous observations of polyploidy suppression by SGO1 was also only 
limited to ino80Δ mutants, which prompted us to question whether SGO1 
overexpression can also suppress the increase-in-ploidy phenotype in other ino80 
mutants—such as arp8Δ, arp5Δ, and taf14Δ, since they also exhibit polyploidy similar to 
ino80Δ. In order to confirm previous findings and test for other subunits of the INO80 
complex, much of the work involved in this project was constructing the strains with the 
desired genotypes, so comparison between ploidy may elucidate possible interactions 
between subunits of INO80 and SGO1. 
To begin the strain construction process, we began by creating S. cerevisiae 
strains to carry the necessary gene deletions—in this case, it was to construct double-
mutants with sgo1Δ and ino80 (ino80Δ, arp8Δ, arp5Δ or taf14Δ). JMx4-3B is a haploid 
strain with sgo1Δ::HphMX and was used to construct a diploid through mating with 
FY1342. This diploid was separately transformed with ino80Δ::KanMX, arp8Δ::KanMX, 
arp5Δ::KanMX, or taf14Δ::KanMX and allowed us to obtain double-mutants for both 
sgo1 and ino80. Transformation was verified twice: first by plating on YPD + Kan-G418, 
and candidates showing Kanamycin resistance are further verified by colony PCR and 
DNA gel-electrophoresis. The mutant strains carrying ino80Δ, arp8Δ, arp5Δ, and taf14Δ 
are identified as JMY4, JMY5, JMY6, and JMY8. Now that the gene deletions were 
complete, the next step in strain construction was to introduce SGO1 overexpression in 
each of the ino80 diploids. We used a plasmid called “pIP281”—which contains high 
copy SGO1—to transform the diploids JMY4, JMY5, JMY6, and JMY8. As part of our 
experimental control, the vector without SGO1 “YEplac195” was also transformed to 
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these strains, since we are interested to see whether SGO1 has any effect on ploidy in 
these ino80 mutants. Both the pIP281 plasmid and YEplac195 vector are URA3-
containing, and since all strains transformed were ura3-, plating the transformants on 
SC-Ura allowed for the selection of plasmid acquisition. There were eight diploid strains 
total, because for the four ino80 mutants involved in this project, each had a SGO1 
overexpression group and a control group. The final step to complete strain construction 
involved obtaining haploids that germinated from each diploid.  S. cerevisiae can be 
induced to sporulate when grown in nutrient poor conditions by culturing in 1% 
potassium acetate. Tetrads of meiotic spores are typically observed on the 5th day of 
culturing. Sporulated cultures were treated with Xymolase for 10 minutes before 
dissection to partially dissolve and loosen the membrane holding spores. Treated 
samples were transferred to new YPD plates and tetrads were dissected into individual 
spores with a fiber optic needle under microscope. Finally, the haploids dissected were 
scored for markers, and segregants that were positive for Hygromycin resistance 
(indicating sgo1Δ), Kanamycin resistance (indicating ino80Δ, or arp8Δ, or arp5Δ, or 
taf14Δ), and Uracil+ (indicating pIP281 or YEplac195) were saved.  
In general, spore inviability was commonly observed in all four ino80 mutants 
dissected. As many as half of the dissected tetrads had only two or three viable spores 
capable of colony formation. It was rare to find all four spores from one tetrad to form 
colonies which only occurred about one tetrad per ten dissected. Dissections had to be 
repeated for almost all double mutants in order to obtain at least three candidates for 
suppression analysis. This implies the mutants… 
The results from flow cytometry show that SGO1 overexpression cannot 
suppress the increase-in-ploidy phenotype in at least four ino80 mutants—ino80Δ, 
arp8Δ, arp5Δ, and taf14Δ. Although it was originally proposed that overexpressing the 
SGO1 protein may be able to suppress polyploidy associated with ino80 mutants, the 
flow cytometry DNA content analysis indicates that is not the case. Preliminary data by 
Jesus Moreno suggested that overexpression of SGO1 may suppress the increase-in-
ploidy phenotype of ino80Δ. However, his findings needed to be confirmed due to 
limited sample size analyzed. In addition, there was also the question of whether if 
overexpression of SGO1 was indeed sufficient for polyploidy suppression, or if it was 
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only delaying the onset of the increase-in-ploidy phenotype. Moreover, we were curious 
to see whether SGO1 suppression occurs when other subunits of the INO80 complex 
are deleted, since several other INO80 subunits are also essential for ploidy 
maintenance.  
Overall, the flow cytometry data was clear evidence for rejection of the initial 
hypothesis of suppression of increase-in-ploidy by SGO1 in ino80Δ, arp8Δ, arp5Δ, and 
taf14Δ mutants. The ino80 mutants with deleted Ino80 subunit, Arp8 subunit, Arp5 
subunit, and Taf14 subunit all exhibited the increase-in-ploidy phenotype after 5 
generational passages—indicated by the alignment of the 2C and 4C peaks with the 
wild type diploids. Also, SGO1 overexpression in mutants did not suppress ploidy 
increase—in fact, the SGO1 high copy groups consistently yielded very similar results to 
the vector groups. We were unable to repeat the preliminary findings of SGO1 
overexpression suppressing polyploidy in ino80Δ mutants; furthermore, we found the 
increase-in-ploidy phenotype associated with other ino80 mutants could not be 
suppressed through SGO1 overexpression.  
The benomyl sensitivity results for the mutant strains tested were in-line with the 
results from flow cytometry—where all mutants tested showed sensitivity to benomyl 
and there was no suppression by SGO1 overexpression. Sensitivity to benomyl is 
shown by impaired or slow growth of colonies. Benomyl is a drug that causes 
depolymerization of microtubules, and benomyl sensitivity in general correlates with 
genomic instability. All four mutant strains with and without SGO1 overexpression were 
similarly sensitive to benomyl when compared to each reference wild type, thus no 
suppression by SGO1 overexpression was observed. 
A possible explanation for the previous observation of SGO1 suppression of 
increase-in-ploidy in ino80Δ could be the delayed onset of the mutant phenotype. 
Looking at figure 2, the flow cytometry data for the arp8Δ mutants show a mixed 
population of cells varied by their DNA content. This implies both haploids and diploids 
were present in the mutant population, and a portion of the mutants were still 
“diploidizing” because haploids were still present as indicated by the presence of the 1C 
peak. Although all arp8Δ mutants were passaged with identical conditions, the strains 
showed varying onset of ploidy increase. It is possible that the ino80Δ mutants 
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previously analyzed had a slow manifestation of its increase-in-ploidy phenotype, which 
makes it likely that if the same mutants were passaged longer, suppression would no 
longer be observed as the ploidy increase manifests. 
The fluorescent microscopy results are provided in figure 5 where we compared 
the wild type cells and ino80Δ mutants undergoing mitosis. First, looking at the images 
of the wild type cells, the composite image shows cells through various stages of 
mitosis judging by the size of the budding daughter cell. When we compare the 
morphology of the wild type cells to the ino80Δ mutants, the mutants exhibited an 
enlarged and elongated shape. Taking a closer look at the images of the mutants 
revealed that although the mutant cells are in late-stage mitosis—indicated by the large 
buds—the genomic material remains unseparated. This is shown by the GFP and RFP 
signals: GFP is tagged to the SMC3 cohesin complex, which binds to DNA for 
maintaining sister chromatid cohesion before segregation, and RFP is tagged to 
SPC29, which is a subunit of the spindle pole body. Since GFP is tagged to a complex 
that binds to DNA, we can infer that GFP signals represent the nuclear genomic 
materials. Further, the microtubule length can be inferred by the distance between two 
adjacent RFP signals, which was shown to be much shorter in the ino80Δ mutants 
compared to the wild type. Fluorescent microscopy results indicate the ino80Δ mutant 
strain exhibit an aberrant spindle morphology (short and misaligned), delayed anaphase 
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BY4741  MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 
BY4741  
ino80Δ 
 MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 ino80Δ::KanMX 
BY4741  
arp5Δ 
 MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 arp5Δ::KanMX  
BY4741  
arp8Δ 
 MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 ar85Δ::KanMX 
BY4741  
taf14 Δ 
 MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 taf14Δ::KanMX 
FY1342  MATα leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 
JMx4-3B  MATa leu2- lys2Δ202 ura3- sgo1Δ::HphMX 
JMx4-3B x 
FY1342 
 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 




JMY4 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 




JMY5 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 




JMY6 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 




JMY8 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 
ura3Δ0/ura3- SGO1/ sgo1Δ::HphMX TAF14/taf14Δ::KanMX 
JMY4 + 
pIP281 
 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 
ura3Δ0/ura3- SGO1/sgo1Δ::HphMX INO80/ ino80Δ <pIP281> 
JMY4 + 
YEplac195 
 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 
ura3Δ0/ura3- SGO1/sgo1Δ::HphMX INO80/ino80Δ <YEplac195> 
JMY5 + 
pIP281 
 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 
ura3Δ0/ura3- SGO1/sgo1Δ::HphMX ARP8/arp8Δ <pIP281> 
JMY5 + 
YEplac195 
 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 
ura3Δ0/ura3- SGO1/sgo1Δ::HphMX ARP8/arp8Δ<YEplac195> 
JMY6 + 
pIP281 
 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 
ura3Δ0/ura3- SGO1/sgo1Δ::HphMX ARP5/arp5Δ <pIP281> 
JMY6 + 
YEplac195 
 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 
ura3Δ0/ura3- SGO1/sgo1Δ::HphMX ARP5/arp5Δ <YEplac195> 
JMY8 + 
pIP281 
 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 




 MATa/α leu2Δ0/leu2- lys2Δ202/LYS2 met15Δ0/MET15 
ura3Δ0/ura3- SGO1/sgo1Δ::HphMX TAF14/taf14Δ <YEplac195> 
KBY9471 
 
 MATa his3Δ200 leu2Δ1 ura3-52 trp1Δ63 lys2-801 MET15 
SMC3-GFP::URA3 (pLF639) SPC29-RFP::HphMX 
KBY9035  MATa his3 leu2 ura3 trp1 lys2 MET15 SMC4-GFP::KanMX 
SPC29-RFP::HphMX 
BY4731  MATα his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0  
FY1320  MATα met15Δ0 
KBY9471 x 
BY4731 
 MATa/α leu2Δ1/leu2- lys2-801/LYS2 MET15/ met15Δ0 ura3-









ECx1 MATa/α leu2Δ1/leu2- lys2-801/LYS2 MET15/ met15Δ0 ura3-
52/ura3Δ0 SMC3-GFP::URA3 (pLF639)/SMC3 SPC29-




ECx2 MATa/α leu2-/LEU2 lys2-/LYS2 MET15/ met15Δ0 ura3-/URA3 




Table 2. list of PCR primers and purpose 
Name 5’ – 3’ sequence Purpose 
oIP452 TAGCAAAGCAAGGCTTAAGACATATAGAAGAGCATTT 
ATAGACGGATCCCCGGGTTAATTAA 




Reverse for ino80Δ 
deletion 
oIP450 GAGTAACTACCGATCCTGTCC Forward for ino80Δ 
confirmation 
oIP451 GCGTATTCTGAGCCATCTCTC Reverse for ino80Δ 
confirmation 
oIP438 GAACGCCCACGAAGTAGCAA Forward for arp8Δ 
deletion 
oIP439 ACGCCTTCAAGTTGTGCTCC Reverse for arp8Δ 
deletion 
oIP440 GCAAGATGACTTATTTGAGAATGG Forward for arp8Δ 
confirmation 
oIP434 ATTACGCTCGTCATCAAAATCA Reverse for KanMX 
deletion confirmation 
oIP435 CGAAGGACTCTGAACATAAGACG Forward for arp5Δ 
deletion 
oIP436 GCCGATTTGTAAACAGCACTAAG Reverse for arp5Δ 
deletion 
 35 
oIP437 GACTATGATACATCATTACAACGC Forward for arp5Δ 
confirmation 
oIP441 GTCAAGGCTGTAGTGCGGTGA Forward for taf14Δ 
deletion 
oIP442 GTAAGGTGTCGCGGTTATTGGA Reverse for taf14Δ 
deletion 






















































Figure 1. Flow cytometry data depicting the ploidy increase (“diploidization”) effect of ino80Δ in 
the mutant strain JMY4 after five generational passages. Wild type haploids and diploids are 
included for reference. Candidates carrying ino80Δ were transformed with either the vector 
“YEplac195” (control) or the plasmid “pSGO1-2μM” (SGO1 high copy). The results show no 
difference in ploidy between the vector group and SGO1 high copy group (i.e. there were no 


















































Figure 2. Flow cytometry data depicting the ploidy increase (“diploidization”) effect of arp8Δ in 
the mutant strain JMY5 after five generational passages. Wild type haploids and diploids are 
included for reference. Three arp8Δ candidates were transformed with a vector YEplac195, 
while three arp8Δ candidates were transformed with pSGO1-2μM. The results show no 
difference in ploidy between the vector group and SGO1 high copy group (i.e. there were no 





































Figure 3. Flow cytometry data depicting the ploidy increase (“diploidization”) effect of arp5Δ in 
the mutant strain JMY6 after five generational passages. Wild type haploids and diploids are 
included for reference. Candidates carrying arp5Δ were transformed with either the vector 
“YEplac195” (control) or the SGO1 high copy plasmid “pSGO1-2μM”. The results show no 
difference in ploidy between the vector group and SGO1 high copy group (i.e. there were no 







































Figure 4. Flow cytometry data depicting the ploidy increase (“diploidization”) effect of taf14Δ in 
the mutant strain JMY8 after five generational passages. Wild type haploids and diploids are 
included for reference. Candidates carrying taf14Δ were transformed with either the vector 
“YEplac195” (control) or the SGO1 high copy plasmid “pSGO1-2μM”. The results show no 
difference in ploidy between the vector group and SGO1 high copy group (i.e. there were no 
suppression of polyploidy due to SGO1 overexpression in taf14Δ). 























































Figure 5. Microscopy images of INO80 wild type and ino80Δ mutants. The spindle pole bodies 
are indicated by the red dots (RFP) and the green fluorescence (GFP) signals indicate the 


















































Figure 6. Benomyl sensitivity for arp8Δ, arp5Δ, ino80Δ, and taf14Δ. Results show all mutant 
strains tested were sensitive as indicated by the impaired growth. In addition, each mutant with 
and without SGO1 overexpression exhibited similar sensitivity compared to the wild type, 
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